Svasara Jungle Lodge offers an immersive learning experience for guests not only in nature but also local culture. The in-room folder includes a briefing on local tribes and their art in addition to a biodiversity checklist, jungle etiquette and the lodge’s eco practices. The library includes a wide range of wildlife and cultural books. Art on display showcases local art forms – Gond, Madhubani and Bhil art in the dining room, Miirmira pottery in the Teakhouse, and Sujani embroidery in guest rooms – all profiled in briefing literature and on sale in their shop along with local bamboo handicrafts.

While regional recipes elsewhere are being lost, Svasara is documenting recipes from local villages and tribal hamlets and these form the core of their culinary experience for guests with produce sourced locally. Villagers are invited to the lodge on a weekly basis as part of the Vidhharha Culinary Experience giving guests an opportunity to interact with them while the dishes are prepared. Dinner tables have a one-page description of the history and unique features of the cuisine served.

Visitors are encouraged to explore local villages on bicycles. Guided trips are also organised to local bamboo and pottery crafts centres and to local historical cultural sites such as the Markanda temples.